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BLADE MOUNTING FOR PROPELLERS 
Columbus R. Sacchini, Willoughby, Ohio, assign 
or to The Marquette Metal Products Company, 
Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio 

Application December 21, 1945, Serial No. 636,363 
9 Claims. 

1. 
This invention relates to controllable pitch pro 

pellers and particularly to the mounting of the 
propeller blade thereof in a hub, and is an im 
provement on the propeller blade mounting dis 
closed in the copending application of Gordon 
W. Hardy, Serial No. 528,412, filed March 28, 1944. 
One of the principal objects of the present in 

vention is to provide, in a controllable pitch pro 
peller, a blade mounting by which the blades can 
be installed, initially adjusted, and removed for 
Servicing of themselves and of their control mech 
anism, more easily and in less time than here 
tofore required, and by virtue of which the pitch 
of the blades can be adjusted after assembly in 
the hub. 
Another object is to provide a combined blade 

retaining sleeve and blade adjusting gear for 
mounting the blade in the hub and for con 
necting it to the pitch control mechanism, and 
which is simple in construction, easily installed, 
maintains the blade shank in proper position 
axially while permitting proper rotation thereof 
about its axis for adjustment, permits initial posi 
tioning and securing of the blade and blade gear 
accurately in relatively rotated positions of ad 
justment with respect to each other, after in 
stallation, and maintains the blade and gear ac 
curately in all controlled positions of the blade. 
A more specific object is to provide a pair of 

complementary hemi-cylindrical sleeve Sections 
which cooperate to form a cylindrical retaining 
sleeve for a propeller blade Shank and One of 
which has a blade driving gear integral there 
with and positioned to be coaxial with the as 
sembled sections and to cooperate accurately with 
the main driving gear of the propeller hub when 
the blade is installed. 
Other objects and advantages will become ap 

parent from the following description wherein 
reference is made to the drawings in which: 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of a hub and blade 
assembly embodying the blade mounting of the 
present invention, part thereof being shown in 
section for clearness in illustration; 

Fig. 2 is a top plan view of one of the blade 
mountings illustrated in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a front elevation of the blade mount 
ing illustrated in Fig. 2, part thereof being shown 
in section for clearness in illustration; and 

Fig. 4 is a cross sectional view of the blade Sup 
porting barrel of the hub with a blade mounted 
therein, and is taken on the line 4-4 of Fig. 1, 
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the roller bearings being shown in elevation for 
clearness in illustration. 
As more fully set forth in the copending ap 
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plication above identified, considerable difficulty 
has been encountered in providing an easily in 
Stalled blade mounting which permits adjust 
ment of the blade for pitch after installation of 
the blade in the hub and which supports the blade 
Shank in proper relation to the blade gear and 
the latter in proper relation to the main driving 
gear. One mounting for this purpose is illus 
trated in the above identified copending appli 
cation and, in the form there shown, while the 
mounting assembly is relatively simple and easily 
Constructed, its installation and removal for pur 
poses of servicing of the parts thereof or of the 
operating mechanism within the hub is difficult 
and time consuming. Furthermore, the pitch of 
the blade associated therewith cannot be ad 
justed after installation of the blade and retainer 
Subassembly in the hub. 

In accordance with the present invention, a 
simplified and more easily installed mounting for 
a propeller is provided and is arranged to co 
operate with the control mechanism such as fully 
disclosed in said copending application. 
As therein more fully described, the propeller 

comprises generally an annular hub which is 
generally in the form of a central segment of 
a sphere with inturned radial flanges at its ends 
and which has a plurality of blade supporting 
barrels or arms 2 spaced apart from each other 
about its periphery and preferably integrally se 
cured thereto or formed integral therewith. In 
the form illustrated herein, two such barrels are 
provided, although three or four barrels angul 
larly spaced equidistantly about the axis of the 
hub may be provided. 
The hub is mounted on, and in coaxial rela 

tion with, a hub carrier 3 which has a peripheral 
flange 4 near its rear end and an annular shoul 
der 5 near the periphery of the flange for re 
ceiving the inner edge of one of the end flanges 
of the hub so as to center the hub in proper 
coaxial relation to the carrier 3. The hub is se 
cured rigidly in position on the shoulder 5 by 
means of a plurality of circumferentially spaced 
bolts 6. 
The carrier 3 has a tapered internal bore 7 in 

which is fitted the crank shaft 8 of an engine 
(not shown), a suitable key 9 being provided for 
interlocking the carrier 3 and shaft 8 against ro 
tation relative to each other. The shaft 8 ex 
tends axially entirely through the carrier 3 from 
the rear end of the carrier and beyond its for 
ward end and is threaded, as indicated at fo, 
adjacent to the forward end of the carrier 3. A 
tubular nut 2 having an internally threaded in 
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ner end portion f3, is in threaded engagement 
with the threaded portion 0 of the shaft 8 for 
holding the carrier 3 in fixed axial position on 
the shaft 8. 
Mounted in surrounding and coaxial relation 

to, and rotatable relative to, the nut 2 is a gear 
hub or sleeve 4 on one end of which is a bevel 
gear 5 which is the master power gear for op 
erating the blades of the propeller to vary, or cone. 
trol their pitch. The sleeve 4 is also provided 
with an external spur gear 6 positioned for:- 

10 

wardly from the bevel gear 5. The gear 16, in 
turn, is drivingly connected to a plurality of 
racks 7 which are preferably forged on and 
integral with pistons 8 of suitable servonotors, 
the cylinders of which are indicated at 9, AS 
illustrated, the cylinders 9 are so, positioned that 
the pistons f 8 and racks 7 can reciprocate tan 
gentially of the pitch diameter of the gear 6 a.S. 
to oscillate the master gear 5 about the axis of 
the shaft 8. 
The servomotors, are carried in a Suitable 

housing 20 which has a peripheral flange 2 on 
which is an annular shoulder 22. The shoulder 
22 engages the inner edge of the forward flange 

4. 
surface 30, the latter being at the innermost end 
of the shank. Since each blade is mounted in 
the same manner, the mounting of one blade 
only is described in detail herein. 
As best illustrated in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, a blade 

Shank retainer or mounting, indicated generally 
at 3i, is provided. The retainer 3 is in the 
form of a split sleeve and comprises a pair of 
complementary hemi-cylindrical shank retain 
ing sleeve sections, designated at 32 and 33, re 
Spectively, which are arranged to fit together in 
firmly embracing relation to the shank 28 of the 
blade and are provided with internal annular 
corrugations, indicated generally at 34, which are 
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of the hub, and centers the housing 20 in co 
axial relation with respect thereto. The servo 
motor housing:23 is secured to the hub by means 
of a circumferential series of bolts 23 and, in ad 
dition to being the housing for the servomotor, 
provides an external radial thrust bearing and 
an adjacent axial thrust bearing for the sleeve 
4, as:indicated at 24. 
Operating fluid is supplied to the servomotors 

as fully set forth in the above identified cogend 
ing application. The discharge of fluid from the 
motors is into a surnp 25 which is defined by the 
annular flange 4 of the carrier 3 and a suitable 
cover plate 26, and, in turn, is connected in the 
hydraulic system, all as fully set forth in the 
above identified Copending application. 
v. The propeller-blades are mounted in the blade. 
Supporting barrels, or arms. 2 and must be 
mounted therein in coaxial relation thereto and 
for correlated rotation or oscillation about their 
respective. axes. At the same time, adequate 
thrust to. resist the centrifugal force of the-blades: 
gust be provided in a manner such that the 
blades do not bind and resist rotation about their 
axes, to different: controlled positions. Likewise 
the blades must be interlocked with each other 
through the control mechanism so that...once they 
are set in the properly adjusted position initially, 
with respect to each other, subsequent rotation 
of one blade for varying its pitch is impossible 
without a complementary and equal rotation of 
the other. They must be arranged so, as to per 
mit the proper initial setting of each blade with 
respect to the control means itself so that there 
after they are operated in the proper: balance 
and relation by the control means. They should 
be mounted so that they can be installed, and 
removed easily and quickly and initially ad 
justed for pitch after installation, in the hub. 
Finally, Since the blades are made of aluminum 
Or: relatively. Soft metal, they must be provided 
With large anchorage corrugations: to resist cen 
trifugal force, 

In order to accomplish all of these results-in a 
simple and rugged structure, the mounting of 
the present invention is provided. In the illus 
trative embodiment, the mounting is shown as. 
adapted for-use with the usual blades. 27, each of 
Which has an integral shank portion 28; provided 
With external annular corrugations 29 and a pilot. 
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complementary to and fit the corrugations 29 
of the shank. The hemi-cylindrical sleeve sec 
tion 32 is provided at one end with an integral 
hub extension 35 which is coaxial with the as 
sembled sleeve sections and which carries, near 
its innermost end, a bevel gear 36 which con 
Stitutes the blade gear for oscillating the blade 
associated with the retainer 31. The retainer, 3. 
is provided between its ends with an external an 
nular shoulder 37 and the extension 35 is pro 
Vided With an axial bore 38, the innermost end 
of which is in the form of an internal annular 
bearing surface 39. The carrier 3, is provided 
With radially extending cylindrical bosses 46 on 
Which are mounted suitable bushings, or external. 
annular bearings. 4d. Which engage and are com 
plementary to the bearing surface. 39 of the ex 
tension 35 and provide.thepilot and radial thrust 
bearing for the retainer-or mounting 3:4 when the 
retainer. 3 is installed, in the barrel 2 with the 
gear 36 in proper mesh with the main driving 
gear 5. 
At its opposite; end, the retainer 31 has a cy 

indrical clamping portion. 42 which is adapted 
to embrace, the shank 28 of the blade outwardly. 
axially beyond the barrel 2. The portion 42 has 
Slots. 43. Which extend from its outer end lon 
gitudinally Qf the portion 42 for a sufficient dis 
taace to provide flexibility of the portion 42. 
The portion: 42 has an external annular groove. 
44 which lies in the slotted portion and accom 
modates a clampirag band 45, which, by means of 
a. Suitable bolt, 46, and its cooperating nut, is 
Qperated to draw; the portion 42 into firm clainp 
ing engagement, with the shank 28 when the 
blade is in the desired relatively rotated initial 
adjusted position, with respect to... the retainer 
3t and Secures; the bladeshank. 28 and the sec 
tions 32 and 33 for rotation together. The hemi 
cylindrical Sections 32 and 33 are also held in 
embracing relation to the hub. 28 of the blade. 
by means of araendless, annular band 47 which is 
fitted onto the assembled sections; after the blade 
Shank has been embraced therein, preferably 
With a slipfit to facilitate disassembly. The band 
T maybe a bronze bearing or, as illustrated may 
be a hard metal race. suitable for thrust roller 
bearings. 48, the inner wall of the barrel 2 forming 
the outer-race of the bearings 48; The bearings 
48 are preferably of such length as to fit freely. 
between the: inward face of the flange 37 of the 
retainer 3? and an outwardly facing shoulder, 
49 of the blade supporting barrel, 
At the Outermost face of the flange, 31, a suit 

able combined axial and radial thrust bearing is 
provided. In the form illustrated, a suitable 
bearing race 50 is slip fitted onto the assembled 
sleeve Sections: 32 and: 33 and firmly against the 
outward-face-of-the-fange; 37; A. complementary. 
race 5 is screw threaded into the open end of 
the barrel 2. So as to retain the ball-bearings 52, 
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and through them, the retainer 3, in proper ax 
ial and radial position in the barrel 2. The Outer 
most end of the barrel 2 has a plurality of notches 
53 and the outer end of the race 5 has a plural 
ity of notches 54, so that, when the race is in 
proper position in the barrel, a suitable key 55 
may be inserted in aligned notches of the barrel 
and outer race for anchoring the race 52 against 
rotation. The key 55 may be Secured in place 
by suitable screws, not shown, extending through 
the key 54 and in threaded engagement with the 
end of the barrel 2. 
As more fully described in the above identi 

fied copending application, a different number 
of notches 53 is provided in the outer end of the 
barrel and in the race 52 so as to provide a vernier 
effect between the notches of one and the other 
to permit closer setting of the race 52, while pro 
widing for insertion of the key 55 in the adjusted 
position. As disclosed in the above Copending 
application, the practice has been to make the 
retaining sleeve in two sections, the two sections 
being threaded at their inner end So as to receive, 
in threaded engagement, the outer end of a 
shank of a blade gear comparable to the gear 36. 
This gear shank is hollow and receives axially a 
retaining bolt which is in threaded engagement 
with an axial bore in the inner end of the Shank 
of the installed propeller blade. A sleeve that 
is split longitudinally after threading is difficult 
to assemble into or on to a complementarily 
threaded part. Moreover, because of the larger 
number of parts required and precise relationship 
between them, the construction according to said 
copending application is much more expensive 
than the present one. 
With the present structure the blade can be 

readily installed in the retainer or mounting 3 
and the assembled blade and mounting installed 
readily in the barrel 2 of the hub. 
In order to install a blade, the Servo-motors are 

operated to set them and the master gear 5 at 
low pitch position of the blades. The retaining 
sleeve sections 32 and 33 then are placed in em 
bracing relation to the blade shank and the 
bearing or race 47 and the race 5) are then in 
stalled by slip fitting them into place on the Sleeve 
sections. The clamping band 45 is installed and 
holds the blade approximately at the pitch de 
sired. This subassembly is then inserted into its 
associated barrel with the roller bearings 48 in 
place thereon and while held in a rotated posi 
tion to mesh the segmental blade gear 36 at its 
circumferential midpoint with the master gear 5. 
The axial thrust bearing 52 and the race 5 are 
then installed, adjusted for balance of the blades 
about the hub axis and Secured in adjusted posi 
tion by the key 55. 

. The clamping band 45 is then loosened and, 
with the servo-motor remaining at low pitch and 
the segmental gear centered and meshed with the 
master gear 5, the blade is rotated in the sleeve 
sections 32 and 33 about its axis to low pitch posi 
tion, the final position being determined 
accurately with a protractor. Thereupon the 
clamping band 45 is again tightened. Thus the 
blade can be adjusted after assembly in the bar 
rel 2. Since the pitch of the blades is Seldom 
varied more than a few degrees, the blade gear 
36 may be segmental, as illustrated. If desired, 
the blade gear, with only a slight addition in 
weight, can be a complete gear, in which case 
any of its teeth can be engaged initially with the 
master gear when the blade and retainer Sub 
assembly is inserted in the barrel, and the blade. 

6 
then rotated in the sleeve sections to the adjust 
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ed position. The use of a complete gear 36 is 
advantageous for purposes of assembly. 
Once this installation of the blades is made, 

all of them maintain a fixed degree of pitch rela 
tive to each other as the gears 5 and 36 are ex 
tremely accurate and free from backlash. 
The assembly and disassembly of the other parts 

of the hub are fully disclosed in said copending 
application. If the complementary tapered sur 
faces of the hub carrier and shaft 8 are lubricated 
before mounting of the hub carrier on the shaft, 
then by rotating the nut 2, as by a wrench en 
gaging a cross hole in the nut, the entire pro 
peller hub can be moved endwise in the direction 
of taper of the shaft 8 and thus loosened for re 
nOval as a unit. This is due to engagement of 
the nut 2 with the inner radial wall of the gear 
hub. 4 and engagement of the hub 4 with the 
thrust bearing surface on the inner wall 2 of the 
Servo-motor housing 20. Again, the servo-motor 
housing and the servo-motors carried thereby 
can be removed as a unit for service and repair 
by removing the bolts 23, and the gears 5 and 6 
can be removed readily after removal of the hous ing 20. 
I claim: - 

1. In a variable pitch propeller, a hub, a blade 
supporting barrel extending radially of the hub, 
a propeller blade, a blade shank thereon and hav 
ing external annular corrugations, a pair of com 
plementary hemi-cylindrical shank retaining 
sleeve Sections embracing the shank and having 
internal corrugations fitting the corrugations of 
the shank, means for securing the hemi-cylin 
drical Sleeve sections in embracing relation to 
and in coaxial relation with the blade shank, 
means Supporting the assembled retaining sleeve 
Sections in fixed axial position in the barrel and 
for rotation about their common axis, means se 
curing the blade shank and retaining sleeve sec 
tions for rotation together about said common 
axis, one of Said hemi-cylindrical sleeve sections 
having at its inner end an integral extension 
Offset from the associated sleeve section, coaxial 
With the shank and projecting into the hub, a 
blade gear on and rigid with and coaxial with 
the extension, and driving means in the hub 
drivingly connected to said gear for varying the 
pitch of said blade. 

2. In a variable pitch propeller, a hub, a plu 
rality of blade supporting barrels extending radi 
ally of the hub, the axes of said barrels lying in 
the same plane and intersecting and spaced uni 
formly circumferentially of the hub, at a com 
mon point in the hub, blades respective to the 
barrels, a blade shank on each blade and having 
external annular corrugations, a plurality of pairs 
of complementary hemi-cylindrical shank retain 
ing sleeve sections, each pair embracing a shank, 
means for securing each pair of the hemi-cylin 
drical sleeve sections in embracing relation about 
and in coaxial relation. With its associated shank, 
means supporting each pair of the assembled re 
taining sleeve sections in fixed axial position in 
its associated barrel and for rotation about the 
common axis of its sections, means securing each 
blade and its associated retaining sleeve sections 
for rotation together about their common axis, 
one hemi-cylindrical sleeve Section of each pair 
having an integral extension at its inner end offset 
therefrom into coaxial relation to the shank and 
projecting into the hub, blade gears on and rigid 
and coaxial with the extensions, respectively, a 

75 drive shaft coaxial with the hub and having its 
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3xists intersectings said:point as:master driving riftion to the shankindeprojecting into the huk, a 
gt gear in the hubocoaxial with the shaftandeen- *-gear:rigid and coaxialitwithin the:extension, and 
gaged with all of said:blade gears for driving said is triving naeans in: the hubs drivinglyicennected 

sigears and adjusting the blades:coneurrently and r to said gear for varying the pitch of said blade. 
emeans in the hub drivingly connected to the main. 5 - 65. In a variable pitch propeller, a hub, a blade 
; driving:gear...for driving the same. - is supporting:barrels extending: radially of theihub, 

3. In as variable: pitch propelier, a hub, alsblade a air-blade, a bladeshanksthereon; and having ex 
sistipporting barrel; extending radially of thelhub, &eterhaitanicular:3 corrugations, a pair of reoraple 
is a propellerblade, a bladeshank thereon and hav- Simentary (hemi-cylindrical shanksretaining sleeve 
...sing: external annular corrugations, aipair Ofani lossections:erbracing theskenkiandahaving inter 
splementary themicylindrical shank retairing as al-corrugatiens, fitting the corrugations of the 
sleeve'ssections:embracing:the shank and having shank, an annular bearing race-embraeing the 

... interhaix.corrugations fitting the corrugations of * tassembled shemiatylindrical sleeve a sections in 

...the-shank; means for securing :the hemi-cylin- it relosé, fitted relatioritheretexands securingsåid 
is drical:sleeve sections, in";embracing and coaxial: 15-sections in-asserabled-relation in "embracing and 
s.relation with theisshank; means: supporting the seeaxial segation-to-the-shank, a complementary 
3.assembled retaining sleeve sections infixed axial attanhuilar bearing sturface in the barrel, bearings 
aposition in the barrel and for rotation about their rinterposed between said trace and sturface for 
erronnon: axis; one of said hemicylindrical sleeve serioanting:ther-asseribed-seetions and 'shankfor 
agsections having an integral:extension...at its laner tarotatior in the blades supportingebarrel; means 
end-offset therefrom into coaxial relation-to the st: supporting the assemblederetaining-sleeves:sec 
shank and projecting: into the hub, a gearigrigid :tionis isfixed-axial-position iri the-barreh means 

r; and coaxial with the extension driving means, in is securing the bladesand retainingsleeve sections 
g; the hub drivingly connected to said gear for vary- es' for rotation togetheri, about said common axis, 
...sing the pitch of said:blade; and clanpingrinneans, 25cene of said herni-seylindrieasleeve sectionshaw 
on the outer end of said sleeve sections and a,c- ings an integral extension attits-inner endoffset 
cessible while the assembled sleeve Sections and heirefrona into seeaxial relation to the “shank and 

alblade shank rare 3 mounted in: the barrel for episojecting into -the-shub, a gearirrigids and neo 
::clamping, theisleeve; sections: into firm engage- 4xaxial 'with therextension, and driving" means: in 
.xyment with the:Shankfor rotation therewith. .364-the-hub drivingly connected a to "said gear for 

4. 4...In a variable pitch, propeller, a hub, a blade avalrying the pitchfof said blade. 
's supporting:barrel; extending. radially of thehub, i.7i. In a variable pitch propeller, a hub, a blade 
is a blade, a blade shank: thereon and shaving; ex- to supporting-barrel-extending radially of theirub, 
ta?ternals-annular. corrugations, as pair of: comple- as propellerii-blade; a bladeshanks thereon and 
amentary: hemi-cylindrical shankeretaining sleeve 35-having externade annular corrugations, a pairfof 
sections, embracing the shank and having internal complementary: hemi-cylintirical-shank retain 

is corrugations.fitting the corrugations of the shank, *ing-sleeve sections embracing the shankanidhav 
st-means; for -securing the hemi-cylindrical sleeve sing internal-corrugations fitting the corrugations 
is sections in assembled relation about and in:c0- Fof the shanks annular-bearing races:spaced-ion 
...axial relation withi, theishank, means: Support-:40 gitudinally of thersections and securing the hemi sing--the-assembled retaining, sleeves' Sections in Sicylindriea sleeve-sections-snug in embracing re 
, fixed-axial position, in the barrelands for rota- islation 'aboutstands in-coaxial relation with the 

x -tional-about their common's axis, imeans: Securing 3-shank; the assérabled...retaining t-sleeve sections 
...the-blade and retaining sleeves sections for rota - and races being skiiable-axially in the -barrelra 
irtion together about said common axis; one of said 45-dial-thrusta bearings operatively-interposed-be 
hemi-cylindrical-sleeve Sections: havingian inte- rtween: the innermost tone of the racese and the 

rt gral extension at its inner end coaxial with the sibarrelaxial-thrust bearings forthe-routermost 
5-shanks and projecting into the hub, a gear inte- is:one of: the races, a thrust bearing race secured 
s:gral-and-coaxial with the extension; driving means to the barrel-and-adjustable-axially thereof rand 

in the hub drivingly connected to Said gear for.:50: cooperable:With the said outermost race of the 
... Varying the pitch of Said blade saids extension & sections for supporting the retaining-sleeversec 
being:9pear at its innefriend-and-haying anian- rations for rotationiri,the barreland for securing 

-nular internal-bearing. Surface coaxial with the gathe; blade and retaining-sleeve sections in-fied 
sextension, and bearing means. Within and rigid saxialepositions in the barrel, means-securing the 
... with the hub and goaxial with and fitting:the 55 blades and sectiens for rotation-together about 
bearing surface of the hemi-cylindrical-sleeve. st said: common-axis; ene of-said hemi-cylindrical 
... 5. In a variable, pitch propelle, a hub, a blade t-sleeves-sections-hawing inwardlys offset an exten 
Supporting barrel. extendingstadially: of the hub, sion at its inner end coaxial with the shank and 

... a blade, a blade: shank-thereon"andshaying exter- a projecting into the hub blade driving-meanscar 
anals annular scorrugations, a pair of complement:60:ried by the extension; and scorhplementary-driv 
tary, hemicylindrical shank retaining-sleeve sec- ng meanis-irit the hub drivingly conneeted-to-said 

titions, embracing the shank-and-having internal is bladezdrivingemeans for-varying the pitch of 
acorrugations fitting' their coreligations. of: the isaid:blade. - . . . -- 
shank-an-annular, bearing embracing, the assemi- 3. 8: In a variable pitch3 prepeller, a hub, a blade. 
bled hemi-cylindrical sleeve sections...in fitted re-...-65:supportingsbarrels extending tradially of the hub, 

-lation thereto, and Securing. Said sections-in-as- , a blade, a bladeshankathereontana havinglex 
..?sembled-relation, in embracing and eoaxial rela- sternal annular-corrugations, a pair of comple 
tion...With: the hub; means:supporting the assem- :mentary hemicylindrical-shank-retainingsleeve 
bled, retaining sleever-sections in fixediaxialipo- 's Sections embracing; theirshank and having-lister 
sition in the barrel and for rotation...about their....70;inal:corrugations; fitting the corrugations of the 
scommon-axis, means-Securing the blade and re- shanks: axially:Spaced rendless retal sellarsse 
&taining-sleeve sections for rotation togethers about stcuringf-the-schemicylindrical sleeveissectionsrin 
& Said-common -axis, one of said hemicylindrical snug: assembled relation about thershank coop sleeve Sections-hawing gains integral extension rat a teratingbearingameansenbraeinigthe-dollarsrand 
isitsinner end offset therefrontai into. Coaxial-rela-3, 75 supported by theishubin:coaxia-relationishere 
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with, an annular radial flange on the assembled 
sections between the collars, spaced retainers 
for the bearing means in the barrel, one adjust 
able axially thereof to fix the position of the 
sleeves and blade shank for rotation in the bar 
rel, one of said hemi-cylindrical sleeve sections 
having an integral offset extension at its inner 
end coaxial with the shank and projecting into 
the hub, and blade driving means rigid with the 
extension adapted to cooperate with complemen 
tary driving means in the hub for varying the 
pitch of said blade. 

9. In a variable pitch propeller, a hub struc 
ture having a tubular blade-supporting barrel, 
a circular blade shank having an annular neck 
and adjacent annular rib, a mounting shell 
formed complementary to the neck and rib and 
comprising complementary relatively large diam 
eter hemi-cylindrical parts, metal bearing collars 
closely embracing said parts to hold them snugly 
on the shank, cooperating bearing means in the 
barrel engaging the collars, one of the hemi 
cylindrical shell parts having a reduced diameter 
inwardly offset, non-split tubular portion in 
tegral therewith and connected thereto for half 
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a circumference and forming in effect a rigid 
pilot projection for and concentric with the inner 
end of the shell, the inner end of said portion 
being adapted and arranged for radial thrust en 
gagement with a pilot bearing in the hub struca 
ture, Said tubular extension having means there 
on in the plane of its pilot bearing portion for 
engagement with a pitch-varying means within 
the hub structure. 
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